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GY 301: GeomorphologyGY 301: Geomorphology

Lecture 6: 
Coastal 

Geomorphology

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH ALABAMA Last Time
The Alidade and Plane Table Surveying 

Alidade procedures
Reading elevations

Surveying tricks

Alidade & Plane Table

http://www.hugha.co.uk/Tanzania/TanReporter52_files/LR006.jpg

An early model alidade

http://www.harborfreight.com/cpi/photos/96600-96699/96669.gif

Measurements with the Alidade and 
Stadia Rod

• Setup of the instrument includes:
1. Leveling the plane table
2. Drawing magnetic north reference line
3. Measuring the instrument height
4. Recording of scale (ensure all features to be mapped will fit on map)
5. Recording of ground elevation directly below the center of the plane table

http://www.pssac.org/SoilMappingHistory/Plane%20Table%20and%20Alidade.gif

Ray Measurement Geometry
• Measurements from the alidade station to a data point are termed rays
• The ray is drawn on the plane table to track distance and direction, and the 

elevation of the ray endpoint is calculated in field notes
• A correction must be made for the difference between the alidade cross hair (CH) 

intercept and the instrument height (IH) of the alidade (see below):

IH=3.5ft
Cross hair (CH)
= 5.7ft

Elevation=161ft
Elevation @ Rod = 161ft + (IH-CH)

= 161ft + (3.5ft-5.7ft)
= 161ft – 2.2ft
= 158.8ft

5.7ft

Ray Measurement Geometry
• When slope angles and distances become large the alidade telescope must be 

inclined to view the stadia rod
• A trigonometric formula must be used to take the inclination of the telescope into 

account (see below):

Horizontal map distance

Vert. angle
(VA)

Upper stadia

Lower stadia
Stadia rod

Elevation change

Net horz. offset = SD * (cos (VA-30))2

Net vert. offset = SD * (tan (VA-30))
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Alidade Mapping Strategy
• You should not try to shoot a ray > 250ft 

with the alidade unless you have no choice
• Moving the alidade from one station to 

another station is “traversing” the instrument
• You should shoot rays to all needed control 

points around the 1st station, then shoot the 
last ray to the new 2nd station position

• You will need to calculate the elevation at 
the new 2nd site, and start a new data sheet 
with a new instrument height recording

• Since you are to produce a topographic map 
you may need supplemental elevation 
control points in addition to the feature that 
you are mapping (geological contact, 
building plan, etc.)

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5
R6

R7

ST1

ST2

Baseline Triangulation
• By establishing a measured baseline objects can be 

accurately surveyed in terms of map position without 
stadia rods

Measured baselineStation1 Station2

Target1
Target2

Today’s Agenda
Coastal Geomorphology 

Basic classification (substrate and “energy”)
Processes (waves and currents)
Topographic Features (lab prep)

Coastal Geomorphology
There are two main controls on coastal geomorphology:

Coastal Geomorphology
There are two main controls on coastal geomorphology:

1) Geological materials available on the shoreline
●Outcrop (rock)
●Gravel
●Sand
●Mud

Coastal Geomorphology
There are two main controls on coastal geomorphology:

1) Geological materials available on the shoreline
●Outcrop (rock)
●Gravel
●Sand
●Mud

2) “energy” of shoreline
●waves
●currents
●tides
●storms
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Coastal Geomorphology
Although diverse, you can group most shorelines into one of 3 
broad types:

1) Rocky (high energy [waves, tides, currents]; outcrop/rocks)

West Coast, California

Coastal Geomorphology
Although diverse, you can group most shorelines into one of 3 
broad types:

1) Rocky (high energy [waves, tides, currents]; outcrop/rocks)
2) Beaches (high energy [waves]; sand and gravel)

Byron Bay, Australia

Coastal Geomorphology
Although diverse, you can group most shorelines into one of 3 
broad types:

1) Rocky (high energy [waves, tides, currents]; outcrop/rocks)
2) Beaches (high energy [waves]; sand and gravel)
3) Estuaries (low-high energy [tides]; mud)

Bay of Fundy, Canada

Rocky Coastlines
Are characterized by irregular shorelines 

These coastlines are 
formed through the 
strong erosive force 
of powerful waves 
and tidal currents

Rocky Coastlines
Dominant features: headlands, recessive bays, coastal islands/sea 
stacks/arches

headland
recessive bay

Rocky Coastlines
Dominant features: headlands, recessive bays, coastal islands/sea 
stacks/arches

12 Apostles, S. Victoria, Australia
sea stacks
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Rocky Coastlines
Dominant features: headlands, recessive bays, coastal islands/sea 
stacks/arches

12 Apostles, S. Victoria, Australia             Bay of Islands, New Zealand             

sea arches

Rocky Coastline
The irregular shape of rocky coastlines is a consequence of wave 
refraction; the bending of waves as they approach a shoreline.  

Waves tend to bend toward headlands 
which focuses strong erosive forces 
around their periphery.

Rocky Coastline
Wave refraction is also responsible for depositing sand in 
recessive bays and for longshore drift on sandy shorelines  

Rocky Coastlines
Sea stacks, sea arches and 
wave cut platforms are 
formed by erosive action at 
the base of the headlands

Rocky Coastlines
Sea stacks, sea arches and 
wave cut platforms are 
formed by erosive action at 
the base of the headlands

Chalk Board

Force = 2000 lbs/ft2

Rocky Coastlines (on maps)

wave cut platform

Wave cut platform

Sea stack

Coast
al I

sla
nd

Sea stacks/coastal islands
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Sandy Shorelines
Sand/gravel-dominated shorelines can also 
be irregular, but they are commonly 
curvilinear. 

Sandy Shorelines
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They come in many forms:
●Barrier Islands
●Spits
●Strandlines
●Beaches (open/sheltered)

Sandy Shorelines
Each beach type has specific 
geomorphological subdivisions

From Walker, R.G. and James, N.P. (1992). Facies Models: Response to Sea Level Change. Geological Association of Canada, 409p.

Sandy Shorelines
As well as distinct sedimentary facies (more in GY 402)

Sandy Shorelines
Waves are the dominant form of energy on beaches and sandy 
shorelines. Like rocky shorelines, waves can refract as they 
approach the beach.

Sandy Shorelines
Wave refraction will 
result in longshore
currents and 
longshore drift
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Sandy Shorelines

From Walker, R.G. and James, N.P. (1992). Facies Models: Response to Sea Level Change. Geological Association of Canada, 
409p.

And sometimes rip tides (undertows)

Sandy Shorelines

Longshore drift contributes to 
shoreline changes….

…. which can be severely 
enhanced by human manipulation

Sandy Shorelines Sandy Shorelines (on maps)

Beaches (shoreline attached)

Sandy Shorelines (on maps)

Barrier Islands

1933 1966

Sandy Shorelines (on maps)

Spit

Baymouth Bar
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Sandy Shorelines (on maps)

Spit

Baymouth Bar

Estuary/Mudflats

Tombolo

Upcoming Stuff

Homework
Finish lab 2 (due Friday)

Next Lecture: 
Geomorphology and Surface Processes 2: Coastal 

Plain features 

Friday’s Lab: 
Inside: Coastline geomorphology map interpretations 

(Independent Assignment)


